
Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year!  

For private or group instruction call the Pro Shop 250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 

Ball Striking 

The secret to great ball striking might simply be in visualizing the strike correctly. Many golfers feel that 
they should strike the ball with an ascending blow (the club rising up in to the ball). If you have played 

racquet sports, or baseball, you have swung up to hit higher and swung down to hit lower. Golf is different 
   to this. In golf we have to get the bottom of the club to the bottom of the ball. Our 

clubs are made with angles on to lift the ball. 

  In the image below, the red arrow shows the bottom of the swing arc. It is well beyond the 
golf ball. The best ball strikers continue the clubs descent well past impact. I remember watching Ian 
Woosnam on the European Tour in the 90’s. He would often hit divots more than 12 inches long! The 
whole divot would happen the target side of the golf ball, meaning the low point of his arc was often 6 

inches past his ball. He was 5’4” and the longest player on tour! 
The green arrow highlights the forward lean in the club shaft. For the club to continue it’s descent, the 

handle has to be ahead of the club head, creating this lean. 
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The next time you head out to play, do two things. Firstly, pay attention to an object or patch of grass just 
target side of your golf ball. You will try to keep the club low enough after impact with your ball to hit this. 

In my lessons I lie an object down for my students to hit beyond the ball. Secondly, initiate your down 
swing from the ground up. That means after completing your back swing, slide your knees and hips 

towards the target. This shifts your weight, and centre, forward allowing the bottom of the swing arc to be 
several inches beyond your golf ball. 

Doing these two things, and visualising the correct strike will improve your ball striking! Good Luck! 
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